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5G and other wireless information affect our spirituality
Do we truly realize that by allowing 5G on top of previous health damaging wireless
systems, we add an enormous amount of data-information on top of our already overloaded
bodily intake of this? Constantly there are tons of information particles being shot through us.
Do we really assume that, while we are electro-magnetic beings, we are immune to this
intrusion, that this does not have any effect on our health, not only our physical and energetic
health, but also on our spiritual health and development? If ‘we’ play with a wider and wider
range of non-human frequencies that our body is confronted with and doesn’t recognize and
that our immune system classifies and treats as ‘enemy’, meaning it starts defending and
emitting substances like cortisol to an extent that is far beyond the border of what can still be
called healthy, certainly in case of the permanent and unavoidable radiation that 5G treats our
bodies with, we’re heading for collapse sooner than we expect in our totally misplaced trust in
governments that do hardly anything to protect the people who chose them.
Just think about what 5G on top means for us as spiritual beings, that there is a
constant flow, a crazy overload of information going though us without a break, day and
night, during waking and during sleeping, information that we don’t want, that is not us, not
Me, a tsunami of information that we cannot handle. In fact, and surprising as it may sound,
even with ‘normal’ electricity it was already (and still is) so that electro-magnetic information
(dirty electricity) from the neighbors entered your house, and therefore your body. But now,
with modern digital data-transmission, this polluting of our energetic-magnetic system has
gone to another level.
Do we stand up against this overload of unwanted information constantly shooting
through our bodies? Have we become slaves to accept such a rape? Give me one good reason
why a terrible ‘normal’ physical rape would be worse than this modern type of unwanted
penetration. I may say this to trigger, indeed, but I’m afraid no one can give a serious
conscious answer to this.
5G, with its new frequencies, millimetre waves and sub-millimetre waves, has been
tested by the boys of the American government as a military weapon, to be used for crowds
control, dispersing crowds. On high power it makes your skin feel like it’s on fire, because it
penetrates the skin in a unique way.
I think we can agree on the fact that practicing whichever form of spirituality you
prefer, in the end doesn’t make sense without the feeling level being integrated in this.
Spirituality would turn into theory, which is attractive to some, but for most serious spiritual
practitioners this cannot be true and I agree. Well, when we talk about the feeling level, we
also talk about our human electro-magnetic field. And this is exactly what is heavily – and
literally – under fire due to wireless technology. Let’s not run ahead into a final conclusion
yet regarding what this overload of inhuman electro-magnetic ‘attack’ will mean for our
spiritual development as human beings, and for the whole humanity. But the signs are
certainly not very optimistic, to say the least…
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What, for instance, to think of the fact that in the last decades, under influence of
EMF-radiation, it has become more difficult for people to concentrate, to focus for a longer
time on something relatively complicated and in general to focus? What to think of people
being more and more confused? What to think of the fact that our memory doesn’t function
any more as it used to do? Now we may spiritually correctly assume that spiritual realization
is something beyond cognitive functions. But this is naïve. As we know as well: we are
holistic human beings in the end – and from the beginning. We cannot ‘sacrifice’ certain
functions while assuming that this doesn’t affect other functions. We cannot assume that
when one (subtle) Body is troubled, the other Bodies party on as if nothing happens in ‘the
other room’.
Otherwise we could have still – unjustly, but anyhow – hoped that only the cognitive
functions are being seriously harmed by EMFs. However, in young people, qualities like
compassions and care for others have been noticed to decrease as well. This is apart from the
exponential and dramatic rise of autism in children in the last decades (which, if the graphic
line will be extrapolated and nothing happens to stop this development, is heading for a
shocking 1 out of 2 children in the future, scientists warn), ‘coincidentally’ overlapping with
the dramatic increase of wireless technology over the last two decades. What prospect do
these children have regarding any spiritual development? No, this is not something these kids
have to face in themselves to grow. This is simply a big and avoidable crime against them
imposed on them from outside. Not necessarily, but spiritually inclined people tend to forget
the world, the worldly context in which spirituality takes place. It is not separate from that.
Forgetting the world is almost the same as forgetting the Body. We can’t do anything without
the Body.
Generally we can say that if you have a (relatively) open Heart, you will experience
more or a lot of trouble with wireless technology. If your heart is more open you are more
aware of the fact how subtly everything is strung, and how things from outside influence your
system. If, on the other hand, you cannot distinguish well between your heart in the centre of
your chest and concrete, you won’t be bothered too much by wireless technology, in the
beginning. The wireless has much more difficulty piercing through concrete, just like through
almost any kind of metal. That’s why metal is so suited for shielding against radiation.
No, the cognitive and neurological effects of EMFs are by far not the only or main
effects of EMFs on our spiritual experience, on the gradual killing of us as spiritual beings.
The fact that practicing spirituality in a seriously weakened or tired physical-energetic system
makes it more difficult to realize (part of the) Truth, should also be enough in itself to be
concerned from a spiritual point of view. Since I have been graced to be able to go deeper into
the human Reality, I See that nowadays spiritual realizations of people may have expanded in
numbers, but usually decreased in depth. They become more superficial, the body is usually
not much involved, the truth has not been thoroughly lived through and keeps hanging on
consciousness level. The mouth doesn’t speak the same language as the body. And it’s not ununderstandable; who nowadays, bombarded by EMFs, still wants to and is able to Be in and
as the Body? This seems like suicide, truly whole-heartedly and whole-bodily feeling what’s
going on in the earthly realm, which is something that Consciousness cannot do without
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whole involvement of the Body – not saying by this that before EMFs became the cancer of
the biosphere we live in, it was so easy to Realize the Truth as Body. Anyhow, I myself don’t
feel inspired to easily put a label of Realization on what many nowadays seem to have
realized, if labels have a function at all. Even in our contemporary spiritual leaders or famous
spiritual beings, I see, despite their realization(s), often a lack of depth. It’s true that it’s some
kind of rule anyway: everything that ‘democratizes’, that becomes available to the many,
loses much of its origin, its depth. Theoretically there may be one or two exceptional cases,
but for by far the most people it is so that they cannot overcome their ego without Being in
Relation to a Master – not talking about a spiritual teacher – and facing the ego in the Mirror.
It’s also true that the confrontation with one’s ego has, again, never been really popular, and
this will probably always stay that way.
Yet, it’s at least interesting to meditate on: do EMFs play a role in the expansion of
the ego over the last decades, the expansion of which is in itself a phenomenon that is hard to
deny when your Eye is open to this – or at least when ‘your’ Eye is Connected to the sphere
of Feeling, when Seeing and Feeling, Man and Woman, are (more) one, when the (Open)
Heart reacts to hidden or more obvious manifestations of Ego. Do people get more locked up
in themselves due to a multitude of frequencies that are strange to their subtler bodies, and
does this make them assume that they can grow as themselves – instead of Seeing, Feeling the
limitation – or hell – of self, and be thrown beyond it?
How does the crazy bath of numerous frequencies we’re constantly ‘taking’ and, no
matter how much soap we use, in which no one still knows the way as long as we don’t turn
off the tap of more and more and more, affect our relationships? They do, that much is
certain. Next to Meditation (Seeing) it is especially being in Relationship with people
(Feeling), that makes us grow. But what if all the time when in relation and trying to See and
Feel what’s going on, there are bugs buzzing around you, making you angry, distracted, tired
or whatever, in an obvious or repressed way? Do we see our plants still growing from the soil
when the field is taken by a plague of grasshoppers? Well, in a way this is a bad analogy,
since if the wireless expansion continues the way it does now, if the wireless is not switched
off, many insects will be gone, sooner than we may realize. But yes, sensitive as my body is, I
don’t have any doubt where the unreasonable irritation and anger come from while feeling
squeezed out like a citrus. No one’s doing anything ‘wrong’ and still there is irritation.
Imagine people start projecting the unnoticed cramp in their body on others, on their
beloveds, for instance, or more dangerous, on the enemy in another country, or one’s own
country. This happens a lot. Not saying that projection didn’t happen earlier, but it is certainly
so that we get more and easier overheated – and will react easier, sooner – when our bodies
are constantly being irradiated. Relationship, and therefore spirituality, is affected by 5G and
other wireless radiation, by the information that is hidden but carried on the microwaves.
We cannot assume that it doesn’t make any difference: attuning to Something Deeper
Beyond ourselves in an electro-magnetic chaos of frequencies, of wild inhuman energies
shooting in and out through our bodies, which I feel daily, continuously when I attune to them
– sometimes they even give a sound – compared to the situation in which the strange
unnatural inhuman frequencies and energies are absent, and by ‘our’ Consciousness we can
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create or allow a deeper Peaceful state in the background in which Truth reaches us more
easily. Of course, there is a difference, and it is substantial.
That’s why I call on the spiritual leaders of our times who are recognized and praised
by a larger audience, and who have therefore more chance of directly or otherwise reaching
the political leaders who have resigned from their task of protecting ‘their’ people but who are
more busy with being right or popular and with being chosen, who also withdrew from
maintaining an environment in which people’s spiritual development has an optimal chance
of evolving, to speak out in public, or to ‘even’ meet in person the leaders in politics and of
big corporations who are (so far not) responsible for rolling out more and more wireless
technology, while overlooking the negative effects for the whole human being, including his
and her spiritual possibilities and troubles caused by it.
Now that electromagnetic fields from the profane world and those from the spiritual
world are more and more interfering, or being in war with one another, it is all the more time
that spirituality and ‘normal society’ become more and more one, or rather that we See they
were always one. They should not and in fact cannot deny each other any more. As said, the
spiritual side of the human being cannot flourish in an environment that is hostile to the basis
on which this is to be developed. And, from the other side, if society allows the human being
to be taken over more and more by inhuman electro-magnetic fields and pulses that are
massively and constantly penetrating him and her, it needs to recognize that we are no longer
wholly human if this unwanted unnatural penetration will be – as it is indeed – at the expense
of our spiritual nature. What sense does it make that we have refined communication systems
thanks to which one zombie can constantly reach another zombie after pressing a few buttons,
if refined technology increasingly takes over the refined human Body and Spirit?
Have you heard about so-called transhumanists? They want to make the human being
and the machine one. That oneness will be some kind of realization… For now I will spare
you the horrible details of what they want, apart from that they start with putting chips in their
and, if you let them, our bodies. To me, this is so sick that it is tempting to conclude that these
people’s consciousness has already been so much invaded by electro-magnetic machinery that
apparently this is the kind of thinking that comes out – totally bereft of feeling, of humanness.
Politics, with their lack of backbone, with their almost automatically like a robot
bowing for capital, also move in the direction of integrating humans and technology more and
more intimately. Some politicians are already practicing before the mirror how they can later
say in the most convincing way: “Wir haben es nicht gewusst. We didn’t have time to read
the thousands of studies that show that there are serious health consequences of EMFs to the
human body, and to animal’s bodies, that there is a 6th mass extinction taking place, this time
caused by humans. It was just too much to read.” The way the mouth moves is still not perfect
though, it requires a bit of practice still.
The Seer is hanging above everybody. Politician, your acts and your failing to act,
your deliberate turning away from Seeing, from responsibility and care for others, are being
Seen. Stop finally with shoving off the responsibility to citizens and companies. This is a
cowardly projection of your own failure. If you don’t have a backbone, then just don’t sit on
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the seat of responsibility. It is not simply your turn to now sit on the seat of power, you must
Know what you’re doing.
Talking about your failure in respect of allowing dangerous radio-waves while people
from the beginning on obviously suffered many health consequences of them, this started at
least one century ago.
I have talked earlier specifically about Low Frequency Radiation and High Frequency
Radiation, just like most people interested in EMFs. Both EMFs are dangerous. What is little
known to people, and usually even overlooked by professionals, is that the in-between
frequencies – the middle frequencies, or lower High frequencies – are dangerous as well, as
scientific research has shown unambiguously. Here we talk about the frequencies known as
radio and television frequencies. They have health effects like cancer too. Just have a look at
this graphic below, showing the correlation between melanoma and exposure to FM
transmitters. A more ‘beautiful’ scientific correlation is hard to find in science. The Swedish
scientists Hallberg and Johansson showed in 2005 that people living in a county where they
get reception of 4 to 5 FM stations have a rate of malignant melanoma that is 11 times as high
as counties that do not have any reception from any station.

Hallberg & Johansson, 2005
The rates of cancer deaths in Sweden accelerated in 1920-, 1955 and 1969, and took a
downturn in 1978. In 1920 Sweden got AM, in 1955 they got FM-radio and TV1, in 1969
they got TV2 and colour TV and in 1978 several of the old AM broadcasting transmitters
were disrupted. (from: “Cancer trends during the 20th century” by Örjan Hallberg and Olle
Johansson, graph from “FM Broadcasting Exposure Time and Malignant Melanoma
Incidence” by same authors).
Happy Christmas…
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Coming back to the consequences for spiritual life, I myself feel so incomparably
much more spiritually powerful when my body is shielded off from the current myriad of
frequencies, when my body is in some kind of Faraday cage. Coming from outside into the
cage, my body reacts instantly, with deep breaths, spontaneous shouts, my body un-contracts
and my neck starts turning like crazy, left and right, up and down and diagonal especially, as
if it wants to undo in a few seconds the unnatural cramp it had to bear and bear and bear for a
lifetime and finally, finally its time has come, finally it can show itself. Without the
deteriorating frequencies I feel like a hero, unstoppable, taking up my sword and ready to
fight all the injustice in the world, to cut through the Lie(s). There’s not the slightest holding
back, like ‘normally’ when the crazy frequencies are radiated onto and into my body. I feel
This is Life. This is how Life can Be, and should Be. If only ‘we’ hadn’t let ourselves be
weakened so much.
I feel like slamming with one strike all the little guys like 5G entrepreneur Elon Musk
who don’t show any responsibility for the world, for human beings, for humanity as a whole,
for animals, for nature, for the whole planet. All those little guys who are obsessed with
themselves, with their own great ideas, who, through their deeds, try to be bigger than they
are, trying to ‘get there first’. They need a thorough, merciless Cut right into and through their
Lie, their heart needs to be Cut open and it should bleed – not as a revenge, but to set them
free indeed, and therefore set the world free, so we can all breathe again. Being cut through,
freed from being stuck in their inhuman Lie, they switch off the buttons of radiation and stop
poisoning the world with inhumanness. I am wholly willing and capable of giving these guys
their share. Just Meet me in my Faraday cage…
When I go out of the Faraday cage – it is not ready yet, by the way – I feel
immediately getting weakened, there’s a pressure on my whole body, most of all and starting
as the centre of it in my heart; the adrenals start to be blown up again, while just before I was
in peace and naturally enjoying the force that was simply there without doing anything
specific. I feel literally like the Dark Force ruling the world is trying to get me back into my
cage, where I can do no harm to the Ego. For the Dark Force that’s ruling here on earth,
nothing is sacred any more, if it ever was. Or: everything is turned around. In our
contemporary times, money and power seem to have become sacred, the gods to adore and
bow for.
In my terms, in how I write about spirituality, the greatest spiritual tragedy of our
contemporary time, is the Absence of Man. One cannot properly disentangle the two
movements: the Withdrawal of Man and the world becoming one big Woman, and, on the
other hand, the ongoing irresponsibility of allowing damaging and massively killing
technologies. There is no Man who says: and now it is enough, with your big fat Ego. I’ve
had enough of your games. Now you listen to Me, instead of seducing everyone with
promises of paradise that will never come true. You are finally going to feel your own pain,
instead of causing pain to others…
It is true, in a world in which the many rule – the many frequencies, the many toys, the
many egos, democracy without responsibility – Man seems to withdraw. People should make
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Space for Him – not in the form of a religion, but by Recognizing Him. He won’t force
Himself upon this world. If you are not Inviting Him, You won’t Find Him. He doesn’t have
an existence of His Own. He’s a Mirror. You must Call Him. As long as you find your
comfort zone more important, as long as your fear to stand up against the many rules, He, the
One, will not listen to the deeper, hidden Call of your Heart. Only if you take Him Seriously,
he will Listen, Feel and Act.
Lastly, I’d like to say that it’s not bad to test yourself to find out if you’re electrosensitive. It might not be too bad in your case, but the chance of this is not small when you’re
busy with spiritual growth, perhaps trying to grow even when you don’t truly succeed, when
the You-strange energies/frequencies play a role in unconsciously keeping you away from
who you feel you are. Even if your sensitivity is all right so far, if your organs and your whole
stress system still seem to be able to cope relatively well, they’re under heavy pressure
nonetheless and it’s not bad to prevent (more) damage from being done by sometimes simple
measures, like switching from Wi-Fi to wired. Certainly if you have children it is
irresponsible to just go on and on until the ship runs aground. Seeing how much effort, energy
and money it costs to protect myself and my family more thoroughly from the modern
technologies, isn’t it completely absurd what ‘we’ are allowing to happen nowadays? We’re
almost full-time busy with this protection now. Companies selling EMF-protective materials
are springing up like mushrooms. A few guys have their toys, their great morbid ideas, and
everybody, the whole world has to suffer subsequently, because there is no one to stop them.
Is there anything more absurd? As slaves and guinea pigs everyone has to follow what a few
guys decided, because their toy might and probably will make some money? When money
became the new God, and people were cringing and crawling on top of one another to serve it,
we’ve entered the hell, even when it seemed to be covered at first, and given nicer names.
We must respond. If someone attacks you it is not natural to stay neutral and observe
how you and your family are being killed.
As long as spirituality hasn’t managed to Realize Consciousness on a denser, Bodily
Level, the boys can get away with advocating and rolling out their killing machines. For most
of the damage to the body happens in the Dark, and the Dark is where the money-makers feel
at home and operate.
In the meantime, when we’re still in the (beginning of the) Process of Realizing the
Oneness of Consciousness and Body, I say, on the grounds of the Heart:
Take the toys from the boys.
Let’s live, instead of becoming a computer.
Better die in revolution as ourselves, as human being, than as a slave and a fucked up
extension of a few guys’ toys.
Take the toys from the boys. Stop 5G. To begin with…
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